The objective of 4G network is to provide best services to the users which in turn made the performance of existing network more critical. Further, the large traffic generated in such networks creates congestion resulting in overloading of the system. Frequent delays, loss of packets, and in addition the number of retransmission/paging also increases the computational cost of the system. This paper proposes a novel way to reduce overloading and retrieval mechanism for VLR through optimized search, based on the information of users mobility pattern (User profiles based (UPB)) to track the user. This not only improves the overall performance of the system, especially in the events when the visitor location register (VLR) is overloaded due to heavy traffic and congestion of the network. It was also established through simulation studies that the proposed UPB scheme optimizes the search and reduces the average waiting time in a queue. In addition, the provision of VLR w (waiting visitor location register) avoids the overloading of main VLR and provides a recovery/retrieval mechanism for VLR failure.
Introduction
Mobile cellular technology has evolved at a fast rate over the past few decades. In a cellular network, user mobility is considered as main phenomenon and also a major concern. A number of solutions are taken into consideration to provide seamless mobility support to the users irrespective of geographical conditions and network deployment. As a result of this, the accessible range has been increased in a reach from campuses to cites, countries or even continents. Such seamless mobility criteria poses a challenging issue among the designers, firstly, the designers must design system to adapt frequent changes in the topology in a transparent manner to the end user. The network is scalable to accommodate the large number of users which keep on adding to mobile network at a phenomenal rate. Therefore to maintain quality of service in such growing networks are always a challenge for the designers. In wireless networks, mobility support is one of the key features which enables a mobile user to communicate with another user regardless of its location. Location and resource management are the two main critical issues of any wireless network.
To better understand this process in cellular network Home Location Register (HLR) and Visitor Location Register (VLR) are two main database registers. HLR and VLR are used for storing location information of the users. Moreover a 2-tier system based on HLR and VLR databases are required to track the calls in the networks. Congestion in the network is judged by the arrival of customer and mean time spent in the network. Hence, one must obviate the failure or overloading of HLR and VLR to avoid any congestion in the networks. The proposed work computes the probability of VLR overloading based on the critical value defined for the overloading status of VLR, in case the threshold is achieved the other users are moved in waiting VLR to reduce the overloading of main VLR. However,
is a substitute of VLR which is used to search the user in a network by employing a user profile based (UPB) scheme. It is important to note that Quality of Service (QoS) of a wireless network depends upon the two major functions viz efficiency of the system to locate the user and resource management. Therefore, it becomes important for location schemes to track the mobile user movement pattern accurately and within a specified time. Location management addresses this issues of how to track and locate a mobile user within a network as well as the use of HLR and VLR for location management [1, 2] . However, with a 4G wireless support there will be several other issues in front of the researchers to be achieved taken into consideration the salient features of 4G i.e. a user centric approach through customization. Some of the key features of 4G networks via full packet switched network are anyone, anytime and anywhere communication, unlimited spectrum and its allocation, support for multimedia services at low bit transmission cost, increasing the user loyalty, proper utilization of radio resources and above all applications at minimum cost [3, 4] . While the number of mobile subscribers is increasing, it is also important from a service providers point of view to have customer loyalty. This is one of the main objectives of service providers that lead to research how to increase the loyalty of mobile subscribers. Service providers are not only concentrating on increasing their subscribers but also want to retain them. To achieve these objective the quality of services plays a vital role and congestion avoidance by any means become inevitable.
This paper focuses on obtaining the probability of VLR overloading in conventional system and transferring mobile users in w in case if VLR overloading. w is a new database which is created on the basis of mobility prediction patterns of the user. To obtain this, we have used a new optimized search scheme known as UPB scheme for mobility prediction. In previous studies various algorithms or techniques have been used to predict the user mobility patterns [5, 6] . However, the proposed scheme is based on the analysis of the user movement from one cell to another in different timestamp and representing it through a transition probability matrix (TPM). As it is evident that generally a user follows a fixed route or schedule in his day to day life so all the preferable location is generally known. This prior information is added to the profile of the user leading to a mechanism named as user profile based (UPB) scheme. The paper is organized in way that in Section 2, we have described the mobility database used in cellular networks. Section 3 outlines the VLR overloading state, Section 4 presents the proposed UPB scheme along with its comparative study with other search techniques. Followed by Sections 5 and 6 presenting the retrieval mechanism and criteria for moving the user in . Finally, we conclude the outcome in Section 7.
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Mobility Database
This section gives information about the database used in mobile networks. As discussed in previous section that in Wireless Cellular networks, there are two types of databases namely HLR and VLR. The HLR is a database that contains permanent mobile subscriber information. Also HLR consists of subscriber information, location information, service restrictions and supplementary services.
A VLR is a database which contains temporary information concerning the mobile subscribers that are currently located in a given MSC serving area but whose HLR is elsewhere. A subscriber cannot be present in more than one VLR at a time. The VLR is another location register used to retrieve information for calls to or from a visiting mobile user [1] . The following task is to be performed by VLR.
1) VLR informs the HLR that a subscriber has arrived in his area which is to be covered by the VLR.
2) VLR tracks the subscriber within the location area when there is no ongoing call.
3) VLR deletes the subscriber record when a subscriber explicitly moves to another cell as instructed by the HLR.
In this paper we have computed the VLR overloading and failure state and accordingly we have initiated a retrieval mechanism based on user profile based scheme to track the mobile user location during the following states 1) In case when VLR is overloaded; 2) In case of VLR Failure and 3) In case where there is a heavy congestion in the network which may lead to a deadlock situation. It is to be noted that if the location database fails due to any of the reasons, the information of the locations will be lost and the call will not be established. Such a scenario will result in the degradation of the quality of service offered by a particular service provider or network to subscribers. Having used one more VLR named as waiting VLR   w VLR recovery mechanism will be triggered only during the situation when main VLR is overloaded or failed. The proposed scheme also computes VLR overloading state and determines the number of users who will be moved in w VL and compares the performance of proposed scheme.
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Overloading State/Condition of VLR
This section discusses the situation of VLR overloading. For this one has to compute the probability of the VLR overloading in case of a mobile network. Further, the proposed scheme in such kind of situation utilizes the services of w to take over the workload of the failed or overloaded VLR. The performance evaluation w VLR is also carried out to analyze the functioning w R , the following assumptions/parameters are taken into consideration VLR of a of [7] .
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1) The arrivals of no. of query in VLR follow a Poisson distribution with the mean arrival rate   .
2) The mean time spend in a queue i.e. VLR is 1 r  .
3) Maximum number of users associated with a VLR is C.
4) The failure rate of a VLR is  , which gives the average number of failure occurring in VLR within a given time period. ticular instant of time.
5) The recovery rate of a VLR is  , which is the average number of recoveries performed within a given time period.
To compute the probability of VLR overloading one has to use the following procedure/steps:
Step-1 for n = number of user (20): C 6) The probability that a VLR is a case of overloading status is .
Step-2 for I = 0: C overload 7) The probability that VLR is a case of failure status is .
P
Step
The average movements of a failure-affected VLR user to be associated with a qualified backup are .
P w VLR
Step-4 if  
Based on the above assumption the [7] can be expressed as:
Printf 'Following n No. of users can be in probability of being overloaded'
Step-5 End For better understanding of the overloading status of the VLR, we have plotted the value overload for different values of a P  and 1 r  in Figure 1 and the percentage of overloading was noted with a fixed value of C (in this case the value is taken as 20,000). Further, we have assumed that with overloading probability of 0.9, the VLR will be in a failed state due to overloading and congestion of the network. Assume that there is only one VLR in the system. If n = 20 thousands is maximum capacity of one VLR, then according to the above algorithm the following graph is obtained.
where overload is the probability that if there are n number of VLR users within the coverage range of a VLR and the maximum number of users that can be associated with a VLR is k, then if the number of VLR user associated is greater than or equal to k, the VLR is regarded to be in the overloading states.
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For similar cases the failure [7] can be obtained based on the fourth and fifth parameter: Table 1 . which indicates the number of users who will be under the influence of VLR overloading. For example in case 5, around nineteen thousands users have 0.6 probability of being overloaded in VLR whereas in case-2, nineteen
The term
is the availability of VLR at a par- However, it will be worth mentioning that if by any mean one can move certain number of users from VLR, the condition of overload will be avoided. Therefore it is suggested to move the users to w in case of VLR overloading, this condition will depend on the probability of VLR failure, 
Proposed User Profile Based (UPB) Scheme
As discussed in the previous section whenever the VLR is in an overloading state, some of the users will be moved to w . It is important to note that in w a new scheme for searching based on the information of the user's movement from one cell to another in different timestamp is used. Further, it is evident that in day to day routine the user generally follows a fixed route or schedule, so information on all such preferable locations of a particular user can be gathered. This prior information is added to the profile of a user and a new scheme proposed through UPB. Future positions must be predicted based on historical records and mobility related parameters such as direction, speed and current position [8] [9] [10] .
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The scheme utilizes three basic information of the user i.e. the user transition from one cell to another, construction of TPM based on the user transition and finally calculating the steady state values for each location [11] . For a better understanding of the proposed scheme, we have taken the following observations of a particular user in different time stamps:
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Further, the UPB is used to analyze most probable location of a user by calculating the steady state value UPB . This is a row vector consists of steady state for all seven cells. Each steady state represents the probability of users' most likelihood location. Index of the row vector represents cell number. It was observed that in row vector UPB , cell4 represents that most likelihood location of a user. Finally we add this information in mobile database to optimize the number of searches of a user. In case user1 calls to user2, the search will take place according to the maximum likelihood availability of location of user2 which follows the decreasing values of the row vector. 
Reduction of VLR Overloading
It can be noticed that one can reduce the VLR overloading state by two ways i.e. first, by reducing searching time of location or through reducing average waiting time of mobile user in system and second, by reducing the number of users in the system. As discussed in the previous sections that UPB scheme is used to reduce the searching time of the caller. However, overload depend on the mean time of user spends The graph presented below indicates the number of searches required in UPB scheme.
It will be interesting to observe the performance of other searching schemes compared to UPB. The other schemes generally employed are:
Random Search Technique (RST)
In RST, user can be searched in any random order. We have taken any random pattern to search the user. Here we have taken the following order. Row vector V RST shows that search order is first cell2. If the user is present here, then call is transferred there otherwise search in cell3 and so on.
Sequential Search Technique (SST)
In SST, user can be searched in sequential order of cells, means in an increasing order of cells. Row vector shows that such order is cell1, cell2 … cell7.
Comparing the different searching scheme it was clear in Figure 2 that UPB scheme can significantly reduce the searching time, as searching time is directly proportional to the number of searches required to search user location. Consider an example where a user is present in cell no. 4 and if we are searching according to UPB then it will take only 1 search, while 6 in RST and 4 in SST. We know that searching time is directly proportional to the no. of search. However RST and SST can also perform well in some cases but we cannot predict about those cases. As far as UPB is concerned, it performs well under all the conditions because UPB is based on the past history behavior of users [12] . Suitability of UPB scheme is on continuously analyzing the location behavior of the user. Average waiting time is also reduced in UPB scheme which is observed in Figure 4 . We know that most likelihood location of user is cell 4 and we can search this location by using a UPB scheme in the first search. While if we search in any random order, then this location can be identified in search 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Increase in no. of searches will cause an increase in mean time spent by the user in the system. Hence we can say that To conclude, it is established that any reduction in the number of searches will reduce overloading probability of VLR. Addition of extra VLR has been always a promising approach in location management [13] . The advantage of the proposed scheme is that it reduces the probability of overloading state in VLR and as soon as VLR will approach overloading, a certain number of users will be moving in w .To avoid any overloading in w , we have proposed to implement the UPB scheme which provides seamless service to mobile users even in case of VLR failure. Moreover the will play a vital role in such a scenario.
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Proposed Retrieval System Mechanism
To understand the effectiveness of the proposed model, we assume that there is a single VLR in a network. Being a single VLR there is a higher probability of VLR overloading and heavy congestion. Location search in proposed w is based on the UPB scheme which improves the performance of VLR. To improve the performance of VLR, we have taken a threshold value of 0.6 for overload according to Figure 5 . As , Following no. of users should move in according equation to (2) , shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 indicates that, one has to move 2.8575 thousand users in w to avoid overloading state of main VLR by using equation 3. This method will reduce the Overloading state of original VLR. However, w VL will come into the play only when overloading state is greater than or equal to 0.6, but here the selection of users who will be allowed to move in w VL will be a critical issue. As mentioned and established in the previous studies and proposed work that the performance of any location register including w depends on searching capability to locate the called user. We have proposed to have user profile included in the w database to employ the UPB scheme. This will give better results if the search is done according to maximum the probability to the minimum probability of steady state values of the user profile. gests the role of proposed work from the service point of view of 4G network which is mainly a personalized service network.
Criteria of User Selection for Movement in VLR w
We can have various criteria of user selection for movement in w to provide better quality of service and additional features for mobile subscribers. The attribute to identify valuable mobile subscribers can range from: VLR  Subscribers using the same number from last three years.  Utilizing their services for 40 minutes or more on a daily basis.  Utilizes M-banking and M-transaction to subscriber bills.  Internet activity for surfing the internet or downloading over a GPRS connection One can take any criteria to select the mobile subscriber to be moved in w at the time of VLR overloading or failure. Here we have considered the average number of minutes spent by a user in the system. We have also assumed some statistics about average no. of minute's spent by mobile subscribers daily as shown in Figure 6 .
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We have taken on an average 45 minutes as a threshold value. This means that if a user is suffering from the overloading of main VLR, then the users fulfilling this criterion will be moved in w for the service otherwise they have to wait in main VLR to get the service. According to Figure 6 , three thousand users are fulfilling the criteria of the valuable mobile subscriber.
Conclusion
In this work we have introduced a user profile based (UPB) scheme based on the mobility information on a user. Further, UPB scheme was employed in a waiting VLR known as w suggested to be used in shifting the excessive users from main VLR to avoid the probability of VLR overloading. Selection of users for shifting in w VL is based on the average no. of minutes spent by them daily. It was established through simulation and analysis that the proposed UPB scheme is useful in tracking the called mobile user in minimum searches and will be effective in case of VLR failure or when there is a heavy congestion on the network. Applications of the proposed study for 4G network demonstrate the strength of this scheme. However, the performance of the work in terms of scalability to large numbers of users will be the limitation, but in context to 4G Network, where integration of heterogeneous network is a key issue. The proposed scheme can be useful for a specific home/organization/enterprise network.
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